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Two rods of 7075-T651 aluminum are longitudinally 
impacted to investigate the material's dynamic properties. 
ii 
The test rod, initially at rest, is instrumented with strain 
gages to record the strain-time history after the impact 
rod, accelerated to uniform velocity by an air gun launcher, 
strikes the test rod. A camera records the strain-time 
pattern displayed on an oscilloscope. The experiment indi-
cates a consistent rise time of approximately 9 ~sec. Simple 
one-dimensional theory correlates well with the experimental 
data. Compensation is included for the transverse sensitivity 
of the gages used. The dynamic values for both the modulus 
of elasticity and Poisson's ratio are found to be nearly 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Men in the design field were, for many years, satisfied 
with static values for the mechanical properties of the 
materials they employed in their designs. Poisson's ratio, 
yield point, and modulus of elasticity were among these pro-
perties. The designers would provide wide safety factors 
and/or make intuitive judgements, based on experience, for 
1 
the basic trials. This was ample to meet the demands. 
Progress, however, has made such practice impractical. The 
advent of aircraft and missiles, and the opening of the new 
frontier of space travel and exploration have necessitated a 
far more sophistocated system of design, and the accompanying 
urgent necessity to understand the dynamic properties of 
these same materials. The static and dynamic properties were 
often markedly different, as, for example, the increase (under 
dynamic loading) in the yield point and ultimate strength of 
materials. 
The area of wave propagation has also come under study. 
Such study is not new. Saint-Venant, in 1883, is generally 
conceded as being the first· to undertake intensive examina-
tion of one-dimensional waves produced by impact in metal 
rods. One-dimensional theory was not the only theory to 
come under study. Two- and three-dimensional wave theories 
evolved even prior to Saint-Venant, for Pochammer (1876) and 
later Chree (1889) each developed, independently, the 
classical theory of multi-dimensional wave propagation in a 
semi-infinite rod of uniform round cross-section. Earlier 
contributors to the field were Galileo, Bernoulli, Fourier, 
La Grange, Poisson, and Rayleigh, while some of the more 
recent include Timoshenko, von Karman, Taylor, Malvern, and 
Kolsky. Investigations of the rod problem alone, from 
Saint-Venant's time to the present, ~ave been widely varied, 
and have included: curved rods, rods with irregular cross 
sections, heat-treated rods, rods subjected to equal and 
unequal impact diameters, rods subjected to magnetic fields, 
and rods subjected to both extremes of temperature. 
2 
It would appear that the forementioned studies, with all 
their varied investigations into wave propagation in and the 
dynamic response of rods, would cover the field rather well. 
The author, however, has been able to locat~ little informa-
tion relative to the dynamic determination of Poisson's ratio 
in the literature, and such as is available seems contradic-
tory and consequently of questionable validity. With this 
v1ew, this paper will undertake exploration of Poisson's 
ratio for aluminum under an infinite strain rate and at vary-
ing strain levels. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Despite the rather extensive studies concern1ng rods, 
the author found little available in the literature regard-
1ng either interest in or direct work on the dynamic deter-
mination of Poisson's ratio. 
Sternglass Ill*, as a sideline to his studies, concluded 
that Poisson's ratio appeared to increase with increasing 
pulse width independent of the amplitude. His experiments, 
investigating pulse width under tension, utilized cold copper 
strips. For the investigation of Poisson's ratio, these 
copper strips were instrumented with two sets (one each, 
longitudinal and transverse) of strain gages, SR-4 type C-8, 
and impacted with a free-falling mass to provide the pulse. 
Poisson's ratio was directly determined by the ratio of the 
voltage outputs from the bridges. 
Turnbow 121, 1n tests with aluminum and copper, used a 
free-falling mass for impact and concluded, with reservations, 
that the dynamic modulus of elasticity of both aluminum and 
copper appeared to decrease as the strain rate increased. 
Goldsmith j3l, on the other hand, concluded from his experi-
ments that both the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio 
were insensitive to changes in strain rate, and only moder-
ately effected by temperature variations. 
*Numbers in the parenthesis denote the references at the end 
of the paper. 
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Rhinehart 141, in 1962, proposed the dynamic Poisson's 
ratio for "plexiglas" to be 0.40 (most static values of 
Poisson's ratio for "plexiglas" place it at approximately 
0.35). His tests, designed for the dynamic determination of 
Poisson's ratio, indicated this by the initial angle of 
trajectory of a loosely attached particle as it was dislodged. 
J. F. Bell lSI, in hi~ 1958 studies, found indication of 
an abrupt increase in Poisson's ratio when the strain 
exceeded 1.06%. These studies were performed utilizing a 
diffraction grating technique. Constant velocity impacts of 
63 fps (impacter velocity of 126 fps with stationary test 
rod) were provided by a 2Smm diameter airgun used to impact a 
pair of annealed aluminum rod~ one inch in diameter, eight 
inches long. In addition to verification of the strain rate 
independent theory, the study consisted of the determination 
of Poisson's ratio, dialation of the rod, and stress-strain 
data. Data were taken at 1/2, 1, and 1 1/2 inches from the 
impact face of the impacted rod. The study indicated a 
marked change in the propagation behavior above 1.06% strain, 
which produced the abrupt increase in Poisson's ratio to 
values above 1/3. The maximum amplitude of the wave with the 
strain above 1.06% decreased exponentially with the distance 
from impact. Preliminary tests further indicated that the 
detail of higher strain was dependent on impact velocity. 
R. K. Shah lSI, in 1967, found that"·· .the value of 
Poisson's ratio appears to increase considerably under 
5 
impact .... " His studies utilized a free-falling hammer for 
pulse generation and paired SR-4 type A-7 strain gages for 
longitudinal and transverse strain pick-up. Data, as 
captured on a single sweep of the oscilloscope, were recorded 
with a camera attachment. These tests indicated a specimen 
of Al 2104-T6 to have a static Poisson's ratio of 0.346 prior 
to dynamic tests, a dynamic Poisson's ratio of 0.438, and a 
static Poisson's ratio of 0.330 following the dynamic tests. 
The test which involves the longitudinal impacting of 
two rods equal in diameter is perhaps the most useful one 
for determining strain-rate dependence. Simple or one-
dimensional consideration is generally ample for use in 
describing the wave pulses and propagation characteristics, 
provided the rods have a diameter sufficiently small in 
comparison to the wave's pulse length. Such one-dimensional 
theory predicts that infinite strain rate is produced by the 
impact. It can be determined, for infinite strain rate, 
whether or not the material shows strain-rate dependency. 
If no such characteristics are evident, the probability of 
its showing strain-rate dependence at reduced loading rates 
is slight. Krafft 171 and Ripperger 181 have investigated 
the elastic case using this method, while Bell 15,91 has 
similarly studied the elastic-plastic case, and Oetting jlOI 
has made investigation into the plastic range at low tem-
peratures. Waser, Rand, and Marshall 1111 have performed 
experiments .to examine the case where a rod, which remained 
elastic, is impacted into a second rod of a different 
material at a velocity such that the impact produced a 
plastic level of stress in the impacted rod. 
6 
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III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
A. Poisson's Ratio 
The static value of Poisson's ratio is by definition the 
strain transverse to the applied load divided by the strain 
longitudinal to the applied load, i.e. ~ = ETIEL where ET is 
the transverse strain and EL is the longitudinal strain. A 
universally accepted definition of dynamic Poisson's ratio 
has not, as yet, made its debut. However, a definition that 
is acceptable, and which is used in this paper, is: The 
ratio of the mean strain transverse to the axis of the applied 
load to the mean strain longitudinal to the axis of the 
applied load as obtained from the first pulse width (the 
first pulse width being the length of the elastic wave the 
first time it transverses the rod). 
B. Wave Propagation Solution 
The validity of the one-dimensional treatment of a rod 
for the longtitudinal propagation of waves has been demon-
strated by Kolsky j12j under the following conditions: 
1. Test rods are 
a. of circular cross-section 
b. of constant area in the unstrained state 
c. composed of an isotropic, homogeneous 
material 
2. Strains are such that only the linear elasti-
city equations apply (small strains). 
8 
3. Body forces and temperature variations are 
negligible. 
4. Plane cross-sections remain plane. 
5. Stress present at any section of the rod acts 
uniformly over that section. 
6. The duration of a disturbance that traverses 
the rod ls large compa~ed to the rod diameter 
divided by the wave propagation velocity. 
Figure 1 shows a rod conforming to the aforementioned 
conditions. "L" is the rod length in the unstrained state; 
"x" is the unstrained (Lagrangian) coordinate; "t" is time; 
u(x,t) is the displacement of a layer of rod material with 
respect to its unstrained coordinate, x, at time, t; "A" is 
a constant greater than two; "L/A" represents a fixed length 
of the rod. 
For condition one, A and p are, respectively, the 
0 0 
unstrained area and the mass density of the rod. Uniaxial 
stress in the rod will be denoted by a, and the uniaxial 
strain by e:· "Stress" lS defined as the axial force acting 
on a section of the rod per unit of unstrained area. 
"Strain" is defined as the change in length of an infinitesi-



























For small strains, 
E: = 
Applying the continuity and momentum equations to an 
infinitesimal section of the rod at x in Figure 1 yields 
respectively the following equations: 
and 







where V is the velocity of particles relative to the Lagran-
gian reference frame, and the subscripts "x" and "t" denote 
partial derivatives with respect to the spatial coordinate 
and time. 
For small strains, the velocity of propagation of a dis-
turbance with respect to the undisturbed portion of the rod, 
C, is given by 
('+) 
The preceding four equations provide the basis for the 
solution by the method of characteristics, which was first 
used by von Karman 1131 and Taylor ll'+l in their studies of 
elastic-plastic wave propagation in rods and wires. Recently 
the theory has been applied to the longitudinal co.llision of 
two rods by several investigators.: Waser, Rand, and 
Marshall jllj in their study of strain-rate independent 
material, Oetting jlOj in his study of two highly strain-
rate dependent materials, and Behring jlSj in determining 
physical properties under high rates of loading. Each of 
11 
these, using the method of characteristics, has demonstrated 







is the impacter velocity, and 
c = ~E;r 
(5) 
(6) 
(See Appendix 6 for the solution by the characteristics pro-
cess.) 
C. Strain Gage Characteristics 
Dove and Adams 1161 recommend bonded strain gages for 
measuring transient strains, because of t~eir low mass and 
small volume. They also note that recording equipment must 
have a response time faster than the transient. The oscill-
oscope is recommended as the best device for the recording of 
high frequency signals, when combined with the DC bridge 
and amplifier. 
Dove and Adams further state that, in the frequency 
range of 2,000 to 20,000 cps, the dynamic gage factor (for 
paper-backed gages bonded with cellulosenitrate or epoxy 
cements) differed by less than 5\ from the static gage factor. 
They also state that the ratio of the gage length to the 
physical length of the strain pulse influences the signal 
12 
produced. This characteristic could alter the magnitude, as 
well as the wave shape, for an extremely large ratio. 
Oi 1171 reports that: 
RT < 0.8 L1 /c. + 0.5 ~sec. (7) 
where RT is the rise time of a strain gage; L1 is the gage 
length; and C is the velocity of sound in a body on which the 
gage is mounted. 
Again in Dove and Adams jl6l, one finds a lengthy dis-
cussion of the solution for true strain using the transverse 
sensitivity of the gages, and they also provide the trans-
verse sensitivity coefficient (K = Ft/Fa) of several gages. 
The properties of the gage for strain along and transverse to 
its axis is 
(8) 
where AR is the total change in resistance experienced by the 
gage grid; 
R is the total grid resistance; 
F is the factor relating the strain in the "a" direc-
a 
tion (along the principal axis of the grid) to the 
change in resistance of that part of the gage 
which is oriented in the "a" direction; 
13 
F t is the factor relating the strain in the "t" dire_c-
tion (transverse to the grid axis) to the change in 
resistance of that part of the gage grid which is 
oriented in the "t" direction. 
The gage factor (F) lS generally defined as: 
F = .1 R/R 
E • 
(9) 
From equation 8, it is obvious that either Ft or the 
transverse strain must be zero to provide true strain read-
ings along the principal axis of the gage. Generally, Ft 
and Et cannot be zero because of the physical properties of 
the bodies of which they are made; i.e., the Poisson's effect 
of materials allows some transverse strain (Et) if the gage's 
principal axis (a) is oriented axially to the applied load. 
Wu fl8l points out the need for using the transverse 
sensitivity (K) when he states that Poisson's ratio could 
have a possible error of +14% to -33% (K = -2.9% to +6.7%), 
depending upon the value of "K" for the gage used, and the 
compensation allowed for transverse sensitivity. Wu explains 
negative and positive transverse sensitivity coefficients to 
be caused by the Poisson's effect in the gage backing and 
grid element, which tend to reduce the grid length and/or to 
increase the cross-sectional area of the grid filaments. The 
net effect on some gage configurations is to decrease the 
resistance for a positive transverse gage strain. This 
results in a negative value of the transverse sensitivity 
14 
coefficient. The above applies principally for the bakelite 
or paper-backed gages. For the foil gages, a non-parallel 
grid could be produced by the deformation of the backing. 
Foil gage grids, because of the relatively heavy filament 
end tabs, tend to stretch the grids under deformation, and 
thus increase the gage resistance. Generally, if the R (gage 
resistance) decreases, K is negative, while if R increases, K 
is positive. 
15 
IV. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
A. Test Materials 
The material used was a rod of Al 7075 T651 with a dia-
meter of 0.5 inch, which was cut to prescribed lengths for 
the test and impact rods. To insure the end faces of these 
rods being perpendicular to their axis of revolution, these 
lengths were cut by means of a flat-bed lathe. Such machin-
ing produced an extremely flat surface finish. The diameter 
of each rod was measured and found to have a tolerance of 
±0.001 inch. The forty-eight inch test rod and the twelve 
inch impacter were employed exclusively in the impact 
studies. 
B. Strain Gages 
Three different types of strain gages were utilized in 
the project for the purpose of determining their respective 
(a) ease of installation and (b) longevity under dynamic 
(impact) conditions. A knowledge of the individual charac-
teristics of each was requisite for their combined use and 
were as follows: 
1. Budd Metalfilm Strain Gages (Type Cl2-l2l-A) were 
the first to be instrumented on the longitudinal 
axis. They were epoxy-backed with temperature 
compensation, and Eastman 910 contact cement was 
used as the adhesive. The gage characteristics 
were: 
effective gage length = 0.125 inch 
gage width = 0.085 inch 
gage factor= 2.08 ± 0.5% 
resistance = 120 ± 0.2 ohms 
16 
2. BLH Metalfilm Strain Gages (SR-4 type FAE 12-12Sl3) 
were later attached along the longitudinal axis. 
Again, these were epoxy-backed with temperature 
compensation, and Eastman 910 contact cement was 
the adhesive used. The gage characteristics were: 
effective gage length = .125 inch 
gage width = 0.07 inch 
gage factor= 2.02 ± 1% 
resistance = 120.0 ± .2 ohms 
K = +0.3% 
3. BLH Wire Gages (SR-4 type C-7) were used throughout 
on the lateral axis. These were paper-backed, and 
attached with Duco Cement. The gage characteristics 
were: 
effective gage length = 1/4 inch 
gage width = 9/64 inch 
gage factor= 3.33 ± 2% 
resistance = 500 ± 3 ohms 
K = -1.0% 
All gages were mounted in matched pairs, diametrically 
opposed, with the gages' principal axis situated either 
longitudinally or transversely along the rod. To assure 
accuracy in this placement; a Vernier height gauge was used 
17 
to locate the strain gage position on the rod. The tab ends 
of the longitudinally mounted gages were positioned away 
from the impact face. The C-7 gages were selected for 
lateral mounting because of their greater voltage output 
characteristic. 
C. Wheatstone Bridge 
In order to (a) increase the signal output of the bridge 
and (b) cancel the bending effect of the rod, the sets of 
strain gages were wired into opposite arms of the Wheatstone 
bridge. The 25 K ohm resistor, in series with the galvano-
meter, provided an effective open circuit between points C 
and D (see Figure 2) during the dynamic response, and also 
protected the galvanometer, had a gage failed (forming an open 
circuit) during a shot. The final, or zero, balance of the 
bridge was accomplished while the 25 K ohm resistor was short-
circuited. 
D. Oscilloscope and Camera 
The oscilloscope (hereafter referred to as scope) 
utilized was a Tektronix Model 556, Dual Beam, with dual trace 
capability for each of its two lAl differential amplifier 
plug-in units. The lAl amplifier had a frequency response 
capability of DC to 24 MHz, with calibrated display 
voltages ranging from 20 volts/em to 0.005 volt/em. In 
addition, the 556 model scope afforded a choice between two 
separate time bases, or the selection of either one to 





GAGE A: 120 0 ± 2% 
GAGE B: 500 0 ± 30 
SCOPE 
PWR 
A or B 
Al: 120 0· :t ·1% 
B1 : 499 0 ± 1% 
Figur• .z. Wbeatato~ Bridge 
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The calibrated sweep time capacity ranged from 5 sec/em to 
0.1 ~sec/em. 
The camera used to record the strain pattern was a 
Tektronix Oscilloscope Camera Unit. The film was black and 
white Polaroid Type 107, speed 3000. Photographs were taken 
of the single sweep trace, using an open shutter. 
E. Air Gun Launcher 
To obtain uniform velocity for impact, the impacter rod 
was accelerated in an air gun launcher. This launcher con-
sisted of: a standard of air, a valve-regulator, a chamber 
with a pressure gauge and diaphragm, and a barrel-silencer. 
The diaphragm, which regulated the rupture point (thus provid-
ing the impacter with a relatively consistent velocity at 
the muzzle end of the barrel-silencer), consisted of one or 
more thicknesses of aluminum foil. The silencer portion of 
the barrel-silencer consisted of paired 3/8 inch diameter 
holes, drilled on one inch centers rotated ninty degrees to 
produce a bleed-off effect. Figures 3 and 4 show the test 
equipment and the air gun with open breech, respectively. 
. . 
To fire, the impacter was first positioned in the breech. A 
diaphra§m was then p1aced over the breech sealing the breech 
from the pressure chamber. Finally, air was slowly admitted 
into the chamber until the pressure caused the diaphragm to 
rupture. The resulting pressure differential accelerated 
the impacter down the barrel, where the silencer segment of 





Figure 3. Test Equipment 
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differential across the impacter~ providing a nearly uniform 
impacter velocity at the point of impact. 
F. Velocity Measurement 
The velocity was determined by means of an electronic 
counter which measured the time interval created as the 
impacter interrupted two light beams. These interruptions 
triggered photo-electric circuits which started and stopped 
the counter. The light beams were positioned precisely 
twelve inches apart along the silencer portion of the barrel-
silencer. The first light-beam circuit to be interrupted by 
the impacter (starting the counter) is hereafter referred to 
as photo-station one and the second, located nearest the 
muzzle end of the barrel-silencer, (and stopping the counter) 
will be designated photo-station two. 
Each photo-station consisted of one high-intensity DC 
lamp, the light rays of which were columnated by a cylinder 
lens (focal length 44 mm.), then passed between a pair of 
knife edges arranged to permit passage of a light beam 0.016 
inch wide through a pair of silencer holes (see Figure 5). 
The beam, thus directed, fell on a silica photo-cell produc-
ing a voltage of 0.2 volt DC. This voltage was connected to 
the "channel one" of the lAl amplifiers in the scope. The 
amplifier had a triggering circuit which amplified the input 
signal (0.2 volt) to 3.2 volts, when placed on the 0.02 volt/ 
em range. The "trigger out" of channel one was connected to 
the appropriate input, thus initiating or terminating the 
23 
,igure 5. Photo-station Two 
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counting process. The interruption of the beam for photo-
station two, in addition to terminating the counting process, 
triggered the sweep of the scope's dual beam trace (see 
Figure 6). 
G. Electronic Counter 
This device was employed to determine the precise time 
elapsed between the interruption of the two photo-station 
beams by the leading face of the impacter. The counter used, 
General Radio Type 1191, had dual channel inputs, a built-in 
10 MHz clock, time scales ranging from 0.1 microsecond to 
10 seconds, and a threshold (triggering) level of ± 0.10 volt. 
H. Test Rod Position 
The test rod was placed at the muzzle end of the barrel-
silencer, its impact face inserted 15/16 inch within the 
muzzle (see Figure 5, page 23). This positioning alleviated 
the need for use of the scope's delayed sweep time feature. 
To assure axial alignment, in addition to the above, the 
test rod was (a) wrapped with three rings, five thicknesses 
each, of electrical tape in locations which would contact 
the support table (assuring that the rod would not come into 
contact with the table following impact); and (b) provided 
with a thread sling, which supported the test rod in the 
fashion of a simply supported beam. 
I. Static Equipment 
Tinius-Olsen Testing Machines were used to perform the 
static tests. The tensile test was made on a 1200 Series 
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Universal Testing Machine, using an extensiometer with an 
eight inch gage length. The modulus of elasticity (E) was 
determined from these data. The modulus of rigidity (G) was 
determined from data taken in tests which utilized a Tinius-
Olsen Torsional Loading Machine with a gage length of- eight 
inches. 
·J. Testing Procedure in Brief 
The following procedure was consistently adhered to ~n 
conducting the test~: 
1. An estimate of the anticipated strain magnitude was 
made and the scope amplifier gain set accordingly. 
2. The barrel-silencer was thoroughly swabbed, both to 
insure there being no fragmentary remains from the 
previous diap~agm and to provide a micro-layer of 
lubricating oil. 
3. The impacter was prepared by coating its lateral 
surface lightly with oil, then wiping with a clean 
cloth to remove the excess. 
4. The impacter was positioned in the breech end of the 
barrel-silencer. 
5. The diaph~ was positioned ·between the breech and 
the pressure chamber, and the chamber secured. 
6. The test rod was positioned at the muzzle end of the 
barrel-silencer and the wires from the strain gages 
connected to the Wheatstone brid.ges. 
7. The light-beam width and positioning (twelve inch 
separation) were verified.-
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8. The bridge calibrations were checked. 
9. The traces were individually positioned, then checked 
for proper alignment. 
10. A picture was taken of the grid. 
11. The photo-stations were manually interrupted to 
insure that the counter and scope were triggering 
correctly. 
12. The scope was armed (set to trigger for single 
sweep). 
13. The came~a was readied and set to record the strain 
pattern. 
14. Air was gradually admitted into the pressure chamber, 
until a pressure level was attained which caused the 
illaphragm to rupture, and the pressure recorded. 
15. The equipment was turned off ... vaive, photo-stations, 
and camera. 
16. Data were recorded. 
17. The picture was developed. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A. Gage Factor Selection 
The following is a discussion relative to determ_ining 
the proper gage factor for use in the reduction of data. 
Section III introduced some physical phenomena of strain 
gages to aid in selecting the proper gage factor. 
Equation (9) (page 13) is re-written here in the form 
used for caiibration purposes by the author where the gage 
axis is oriented parallel to the axis of the applied load. 
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(10) 
where flR the change of resistance of the gage divided by R = 
the gage resistance 
F 
u = 
the manufacturer's gage factor 
e: = the true strain along the principal axis of the a 
gage. 
The change in resistance was more accurately noted by 
equation (8) (page 12) and is: 
flR 
= R (11) 
The materials used to calibrate gages have a Poisson's 
effect. It is noted that the transverse strain has a sense 
opposite to that of the applied load, i.e., assuming the 
applied test load is tensile (positive), then the transverse 
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strain experienced is compressive (negative), using the 
conventional sign notation. Specifying ~0 to be the Poisson's 
ratio of the manufacturer's calibrating test bar, the trans-
verse strain is 
e: = -~ e: t o a (12) 
then 
AR = F e: + Ft(-,. e: ) R a a ... o a. • · (13) 
Taking the transverse sensitivity into consideration, 
this yields 
(14) 
Applying equation (14) to equation (13), and setting the 
results equal to equation (11), yields the following: 
AR 
= R F e: = F e: - ~ KF e: u a a a o a a 










Applying equation (16) to the three different gages used 
in the experiment, and using the generally accepted value 
(~ = 0.3) for the manufacturer's calibration material, we 
0 
find: 
Budd foil gage, Cl2-121-A 




= = 1-0.3(0.003) 
2.08 
= 0.9991 2.082 
BLH SR-4 foil gage, FAE 12-12813 




= = 1-0.3(0.003) 
2.02 
0.9991 
BLH SR-4 w~re gage, C-7 
K =·-0.01 
3.333 
= = 1-0.3(-0.01) 
3.33 
1.003 
G.F. = 2.02 ±1% 
= 2.022 
G.F. = 3.33 ±2% 
= 3.320 • 
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It was noted for the preceeding three gages that the value 
for F was within the tolerance specified on the manufac-
a 
turer's gage factor (F). The change being negligible, 
u 
F = F • a u (17) 
The static gage factor was considered sufficient, since 
~n Section III it was indicated that the dynamic gage 
factor only differed by five per cent from the static value. 
This, however, was applicable only to the paper-backed gages, 
which were oriented on the transverse axis of the bar for 
lower strain levels. 
In view of the preceeding, it becomes possible to derive 
the equations for the true longitudinal and lateral strains, 
using the strain readings obtained from the two sets of 
gages. 
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Figure 7 shows a bar oriented with longitudinal (1) and 
transverse (2) gages. The force is applied only in the longi-
tudinal direction. The following properties of equation (11) 
were noted from Figure 7: 
where 
(~R) = resistance change in gage one 
R 1 






e:lat e:t2 = e: long 
e: long ~s strain longitudinal 
e:lat is strain lateral. 
Equation (14) is represented as 





Applying the combination of equations (18) and (19) to 
equation (11) the latter becomes 
(20) 
Dividing equation (19) by the F factor and recalling 
a 
equation (lB.>, where F = F , provides the strain read by the a u 
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SRAT 1 (21) 
(22) 
where SRAT 1 = strain read at gage 1 and SRAT 2 = strain read 
at gage 2. 
Multiplying equation (22) by K1 and subtracting equation 
(21), solving for Elong yields 
E long = 
SRAT 1 - K1 SRAT 2 
(l-K1K2 ) 
• 
Multiplying equation (21) by K2 and subtracting from 
equation (22), solving for Elat yields 
SRAT 2 - K2 SRAT 1 
Elat = (l-K1K2 ) 
(23) 
(24) 
For the gages used, K1 = +0.003 and K2 = -0.01, which, sub-
stituted into the denominator of equations (23) and (24), 
yield 
(25) 
Since the denominator was nearly one, the K1 K2 term in 
equation (25) is assumed negligible, and equations (23) and 
( 24) become· 
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£long = SRAT 1 - K1 SRAT 2 (26) 
Elat = SRAT 2 - K2 SRAT l (27) 
Note that for these equations, SRAT 1 and SRAT 2 must comply 
with the sign convention for tensile and compressive strains. 
B. Determination of Results 
The Aluminum Company of America 1191 and the Metals 
Handbook !201 list the properties of cold finished 7075 T65l 
aluminum as: 
1. Modulus of elasticity = 10.4xl06 psi average with 
the compressive value 2% greater than the average. 
2. Modulus of rigidity = 3.9xl06 psi 
3. Poisson's ratio = 0.333 
4. Density = 0.101 lbm/cu in 
5. The 7075 prefix means aluminum is alloyed with the 
following: 1.2% to 2.0% copper (1.6%); 2.1% to 2.9% 
magnesium (2.5%); 0.18% to 0.40% chromium (0.3%); 
5.1% to 6.1% zinc (5.6%); 0.50% max. Si; 0.70% max. 
Fe; 0.30% max.Mn; 0.20% max.Ti; 0.15% max. for other 
elements, with each element having a max. of 0.05%. 
6. The suffix T651 indicates that the material has been 
solution heat-treated and subsequently stress-
relieved by stretching to a permanent strain of 1.5% 
to 3.0%. 
The experimental results were obtained by interpreting 
photographs of the scope traces that were recorded as a 
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result of tests at various impacter velocities. Figure 8 is 
a graphical representation of an "ideal" trace. Figure 9 is 
a photograph of a typical trace. 
The propagation velocity of the wave in the rod was 
determined experimentally by three methods. The first method 
<T1 ) utilized the el~psed time between the first compressive 
pulse and the first tensile pulse (see Figure 8) divided into 
the distance the wave front traveled in the rod, 2(L-~) (see 
Figure 18). The second method (T 2 ) determined the time inter-
val between the first and second compressive pulse divided 
into the distance the wave traveled, 2L. In the third method 
<T 3), the elapsed time between the first compressive pulse 
and the last distinguishable tensile pulse was measured and 
divided into the proper distance the wave front traveled. 
The calculations are iocated in Table IX, page 102. In Figure 
8, the last distinguishable tensile pulse refers to the 
second tensile pulse. 
A calibration check performed prior to each shot indi-
cated the 120 ohm bridge provided a consistent calibration 
voltage of 0.0185 ·volts, while the 500 ohm bridge provided a 
constant calibration voltage of 0.072 volts. The Wheatstone 
bridge (Figure 2, page 18), which uses two active gages 
additive in nature, was calibrated by parallelling only one 



































































































































































Figure 9. Photograph of the Scope Trace for Data Shot Number 1 9 
Vo • 148 fps; sweep time = 100 ~sec/div; L = 60 inches; 
L/A = 12 inches 
top trace: amplification = 0.02 v/div, tensile positive 
up; calibration = 0.1587 in/in/volt; ~ = 24 inches 
bottom trace: amplification= 0.01 v/div, tensile 
positive down; calibration = 0.0993 in/in/volt; 






cal = -R (2)G.F.(c+R) (28) 
where 
R = gage resistance 
G.F. = corrected gage factor 
c = calibration resistance 
The negative sign ( - ) indicates compressive strain. 
Dividing the equivalent strain by the calibration vol-
tage results in a strain-voltage calibration. 
For the 120 ohm bridge, using the Budd foil gages 
e:cal 
-1200 
= = 2(2.08) 101200 -0.2850% in/in 
with a strain-voltage calibration of -0.1540 in/in/volt. 
Similarly, for the BLH foil gages 
-1200 
-0.2935% in/in e:cal = 2(2.02) 101200 = 
with a strain-voltage calibration of -0.1587 in/in/volt; 
while, for the BLH SR-4 C-7 wire gages 
e:cal 
-5000 
= = 2(3.33) 105000 -0.7150% in/in 
with a strain-voltage calibration of -0.0993 in/in/volt. 
Once the correct magnitude of the first voltage pulse 
was determined, the strain was calculated using the appro-
priate strain-voltage calibration. 
\ 
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Plots of the true strain-vs-impacter velocity (calcu-
lated in Appendix 7) are shown in Figure 10. The curve veri-
fies linearity, for the velocities used. 
For determining the "impact modulus" (using the equa-









The EIV0 from Figure 10 is 30.45092 p in/in/fps from the 
slope of the linear curve. Using this with equation (31), 
yields 
(0.101 lb /cu in)(l2 in/ft) 
m 
2 4(32.2 ft - lbm/lbf - sec )(30.45092 x 
= 10.148 x 10 6 psi 
where E1 represents the impact modulus of elasticity. 
Three methods were used to determine the wave propaga-
tion velocity in the test material, and are listed with the 
calculations in Appendix 7. The average of all experimental 
wave propagation velocities was 16512 fps. Using this 
average result with equation (30) yields 
50 100 150 




(0.101 lb /in 3 )(16,512 fps) 2 (12 in/ft) 
m 
2 (32.2 ft - lbm/lbf- sec ) 
= 10.263 x 10 6 psi 
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where E2 is also representative of an impact modulus of elas-
ticity. 
The static value for modulus of elasticity was obtained 
from the slope of the stress-vs-strain curve in Figure 11. 
The experimental static modulus of elasticity is 10.3 x 10 6 
psi. 
Through the use of E1 or E2 , which were independently 
determined,the value for impact modulus of elasticity which 
would adequately describe the dynamic strain would be 
10.2 x 10 6 psi. 
ForE= 10.2 x 10 6 psi, using equation (30), 
C = 16,461.8 fps 
10 6 psi (32.2 ft - lbm/lbf 
(0.101 lbm/in3 ) 12 in/ft 
With the use of equation (29), the strain-velocity relation 
is 
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Figure 11. Static Stress-Strain Curve 
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C. Analysis of Experimental Results 
Considering the values for the modulus of elasticity 
(handbook value of 10.4 x 106 psi; experimental static value 
of 10.3 x 10 6 psi; the two dynamic values of lO.lS x 106 psi 
and 10.3 x 10 6 psi), the variation is less than 4%. 
The experimental value arrived at for Poisson's ratio is 
the slope of the curve in Figure 12. The dynamic Poisson's 
ratio was found to be 0.34S for a linear least squares curve 
approximation through the origin, and 0.339 for a least 
squares straight line approximation of the data. The hand-
book value for static Poisson's ratio is 0.33. This reveals 
a variance of less than 3.6% between the static and dynamic 
determinations of Poisson's ratio. Consequently, it would 
appear that in engineering design, one may use the long-
established static value for Poisson's ratio and derive 
satisfactory results. 
Had correction not been made on the strain readings for 
the transverse sensitivity characteristic of the gages, the 
dynamic result for Poisson's ratio would have been from S% to 
10% higher than the static value for the gages used. The 
results of this work agree well with Bell lSI in the region 
of elastic stress-strain, that the Poisson's ratio is 1/3 for 
aluminum when experiencing an infinite strain rate. 
Bell's lSI examination included the end effect on the rod, 
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propagation at a point sufficiently far removed from the end 
to be free of the end effects of the wave. 
The experimental results agree with Sternglass Ill, in 
that Poisson's ratio does not seem to be dependent on the 
amplitude of the stress wave. However, little comparison 
can be made regarding his statement that the Poisson's ratio 
is pulse-width dependent (~increases with increasing pulse 
width). It remains that, for a two-foot pulse width, the 
dynamic value for Poisson's ratio for small strains appears 
to lie within the limits of experimental error allowed for 
the static value. It is further noted that Sternglass Ill 
used SR-4 Type C-8 gages and presented no evidence of com-
pensation for the transverse sensitivity of the gage. The 
transverse sensitivity coefficient (K) of the gage used is 
-2%. If not compensated for, this would alrow the transverse 
gages to indicate not only the circumferential increase, but 
a noticable portion of the longitudinal compressive wave as 
well, and result in a dynamic Poisson's ratio 10% to 15% 
greater than the static value. 
R. K. Shah lsi, as previously noted, found Poisson's 
ratio to increase under impact. His studies utilized SR-4 
Type A-7 strain gages, which have a K of -1%. There was no 
indication that he utilized this gage characteristic in 
determining his strain readings. With no correction made, 
his data would indicate larger lateral strains, as did 
Sternglass flf. Part C of Section III contains detailed 
, ·r. 
information concerning the effect of neglecting a gage's 
transverse sensitivity characteristic. 
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Following the initiation of the first compressive pulse, 
small-amplitude high-frequency oscillations were observed on 
t~e traces, as in Figure 9, page 37. These oscillations, 
noted by Kolsky 1211, are thought to be the result of radial 
mode vibrations. Two- and three-dimensional wave theory 
predicts this radial vibration, which may tend to distort and 
reduce the amplitude of the longitudinal pulse. 
The damping properties of aluminum may be observed by 
comparing successive wave pulses, as evidenced in Figure 13. 
No study of the effect of the material damping was under-
taken in conjunction with this project. 
The BLH foil gages were easier to install and attach 
leads to than were the Budd foil gages. The BLH C-7 wire 
gages provided the voltage drop necessary to obtain a clearly 
visible trace on the scope. For the lowest strain reading, a 
voltage drop of approximately o.004 volts would be provided 
by the BLH C-7 gages, while the Budd and BLH foil gages would 
provide a drop of only 0.002 volts. The Budd and BLH foil 
gages were used to obtain the longitudinal strain, which was 
about three times larger than the lateral strain. 
The paper-backed gages were easier to install than the 
foil gages, since the slower-setting Duco cement was used 
instead of the Eastman 910 contact cement. The wire leads 







Figure 13. Photograph of the Scope Trace for Data Shot Number 25 
Vo • 128 fps; s~eep time • 2 msec/div; L • 60 inches; 
L/A c 12 inches 
top trace: amplification • 0.02 v/div, tensile positive 
up; calibration a 0.1587 in/in/volt; ~ 1 - 24 inches 
bottom trace: amplification m 0.01 v/div, Eensile 
positive down; calibration = 0 . 0993 in/in/volt; 





gages would be ideally suited fo~ a weather-proof coating to 
hold the lead wires secure during the inertia loading created 
by impact. 
The gage most highly recommended would be one having 
practically no cross sensitivity (a characteristic of foil 
-gages), and the ease of installation experienced with the 
paper-backed gages. The BLH FAP-12-12813 strain gage would 
satisfy these criteria. If continued work is to be done 
regarding transverse strain, the BLH FAET-12A-12Sl3 dual 
element gage would provide a better type of point installa-
tion, without resorting to a two-element 90 degree overlapped 
element gage. 
It is recommended that the lower output 120 ohm gages 
be used with added DC amplification to obtain better dis-
play trace heights. 
D. Discussion of Error 
1. Reading the Photographs 
The only accurate way of determining the experimental 
data is to first read the photographic trace and select the 
mean of the first pulse. The trace output of the scope is 
represented in Figure 8 (page 36) to indicate the selection 
arrived at as the mean of the first peak. 
The maximum error in reading the mean peak strain was 
determined to be 0.1 division, for all traces. The possible 
per cent of error is initially large, due to low velocities 
(low strain levels), but tends to decrease with increasing 
strain levels until a new volt/em scale is selected for the 
display. This new scale could increase the per cent of 
error if the mean strain is not sufficiently large. 
Table II in Appendix 7 (page 8 9 ) shows the calculation 
of the maximum per cent of error for the strain readings. 
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The maximum error for the lateral readings ranges from 12.11% 
at the lowest to 4% for the highest strain read on the 
5 millivolts/em scale. In like fashion, the per cent of 
error varies for each voltage setting and set of gages. 
If the per cent of error were to be expressed in an 
averaged form, one could state that 8% would be an appro-
priate value. 
2. Photo-electric Velocity Measurement 
The silica photo-cells were very stable, and thus held 
a constant DC voltage when the intense light from the·nc 
lamps illuminated the cells through the knife-edges. 
The on-off characteristics of the two cells, though not 
identical, were sufficiently alike to make the possibility 
of error negligible when their output was amplified (i.e., 
integrated). The output of the photo-cells were amplified 
from 0.2 volts to approximately 3 volts, and connected to an 
electronic counter that would trigger when the voltage level 
dropped 0.1 volt. The counter was based on a 10 MHz clock. 
so 
The speed and/or reliability of the above circuit and 
equipment is considered to be free of error. The only error 
possible would be the triggering point in the light beam 
width. The light beam width 1s 0.016 inch, over a twelve 
inch (one foot) span, giving an error of less than 0.3\. 
3. Strain Gage Leads 
Under the higher velocity impacts, the leads from the 
terminal block to the taps on the gages failed with increas-
ing regularity. In addition, the tabs of the Budd foil gages 
tended to come loose from their epoxy backing, thereby ruin-
ing the gage. It is felt that the inertia loading on the 
wire and solder joint caused the tab separation. The SR-4 
foil gages had a larger tab area, and no failure was 
experienced in any respect. 
The wire at the terminal block to the gage formed an 
omega shape during high velocity shots, with the loop point-
ing in the direction of impacter travel. The BLH wire gage 
leads also experienced the form~tion of the same omega shape, 
but located where the leads left the paper backing. The 
solution to this nuisance may be to use a rubber-base water-
proofing on the gage, to support the lead wires and protect 
the gage. 
It was assumed that the strain produced by the bending 
of the.lead wires was negligible with respect to the gage 
outputs. 
4. Integration Effect on Strain Gages 
Equation (7), page 12, is re-written here for a gage 
length of one-eighth i~ch and a propagation velocity of 
16512 fps, for the purpose of determining the rise time of 
the gage 
0.125 in 
RT < 0.8 12 in/ft 16512 fps + 0.5 ~sec= 1.0 ~sec 
The rise time indicated by the traces was consistently 
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less than 10 ~sec. The rise time appeared to·be.independent 
of strain. The integrating effect of the gages can account 
for 1 ~sec/10 ~sec, or 10% of the total observed rise time. 
The extra rise time is thought to be the reason that the T 2 
method for determining the propagation velocity varied from 
methods T1 and T3 • The stress wave propagated is theoreti-
cally considered to be a square wave. The ~emaining 90% of 
the rise time is accounted for by the frequency response of 
the equipment, the strain rate characteristics of the gage 




The following conclusions were drawn as a result of this 
experiment: 
l. The impact modulus of elasticity was found to be 
nearly identical to the statically determined value for the 
modulus of elasticity. 
2. The Poisson's ratio for impact loading agrees with 
the static value for Poisson's ratio, within the experimental 
margin for error of the equipment used. 
3. It was found to be essential to compensate for the 
transverse strain sensitivity of the gages, in order to place 
the margin of error within a feasible, or realistic, realm. 
4. The greatest error introduced in these tests was in 
the interpretation of the data obtained on the photographic 
records of the traces. The margin of error could have been 
significantly reduced, had it been possible to obtain a 
greater display height on the scope. The BLH C-7 wire gages 
provided the best gain output of the selection of gages 
currently available, but greater amplification would have 
been preferable. Had it been possible to utilize two scopes 
in the testing, thus enabling a greater display height to be 
displayed, the margin for experimental error could have been 
notably decreased. 
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5. The rise time appeared to be constant for all the 
data. Subtracting the integrating effect of the strain gage 
from the rise time indicated by the photograph provided a 
r1se time of approximately 9 ~sec. 
The foregoing conclusions drawn from these tests apply 
exclusively to the tests performed on 7075-T651 aluminum 
alloy rods. No generalized statement, for aluminum or any 
other material, is either expressed or implied. 
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The barrel alignment was accomplished using a surveyor's 
level and a center-drilled two inch impacter. The center-
drilled hole was 0.0145 inch diameter. Sightings were made 
on the center-drilled impacter as it was moved through the 
barrel-silencer from the breech end. The hole in the impac-
ter was made visible by a light located at the muzzle end of 
the barrel-silencer. 
The alignment is listed in Table I, using a (p,g) 
coordinate system, where coordinate (0,0) is concentric with 
the drilled hole, "p" is positive to the right, and "g" is 
positive in the upward direction. 
Several locations were found to provide a snug fit on 
the impacter, and were noted. 
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TABLE I 
BARREL ALIGNMENT COORDINATES 
Distance down Coordinates Distance down Coordinates 
barrel in{z) in lo-3 in. barrel in{z) in Io-3 in. 
inches (p,g) inches (p,g) 
0 o,o 48 -7.25,-3.63 * 
3 0,-7.25 49 -7.25,-3.63 
6 0,-7.25 50 ~7.25,-3.63 
9 0,-10.88 51 -7.25,-3.63 
12 o,-10.88 52 -7.25,-3.68 * 
15 3.63,-10.88 53 -7.25,-3.68 * 
18 3.68,-10.88 54 -7.25,-3.68 * 
21 7.25,-7.25 55 -7.25,-3.68 
24 7.25,-7.25 56 -7.25,-3.68 
27 7.25,-7.25 57 -7.25,-7.25 
30 7.25,-3.63 60 -7.25,-7.25 
33 7.25,-3.63 63 -7.25,-7.25 
36 7.25,-3.63 66 -7.25,-7.25 
39 3.63,-3.63 69 -7.25,-7.25 
42 o,o 72 -7.25,-7.25 
45 -7.25,0 75 -3.63,-7.25 
46 -7.25,0 * 78 o,-3.63 
47 -7.25,0 * 81 0,0 
{* indicates tight fit on impacter) 
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APPENDIX 2 
INSTALLATION OF STRAIN GAGES 
One who is about to install strain gages should first 
familiarize himself with the manufacturer's recommended pro-
cedure for attaching the gage to the test specimen and 
installing the lead wires. The author found the BLH tech-
nique to be the best for him. 
It was found that working on a curved surface necessi-
tated the modification of some of the recommended techniques 
of both BLH and Budd. The use of cellophane tape was much 
easier than Scotch magic tape, as well as the fact that the 
adhesive of the magic tape reacts with and contaminates the 
Eastman 910. When working on the rod; care must be taken to 
run the tape longitudinally and to adhere it only in the 
center area. The adhesion of the lateral edges of the tape 
will either place the gage short of its expected coordinate, 
or displace it to one side of the mark. Numerous trial 
applications of gages are recommended. 
The leads were the most difficult part of the gage 
installation. The best solder connection was obtained with 
the minimum amount of solder by using the following tech-
nique: Prepare the lead wire from one strand as directed by 
the manufacturer. Cleanse the tab ends with Acetone. Next, 
taper the leads and bend the single strand until it comes 
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into intimate contact with the gage tabs, but allowing a 
large loop for flexural relief purposes. A moderate amount 
of flux was placed on the junction of wire and tab (this is 
a necessary catalyst). The soldering iron was controlled by 
a variac in order to melt the solder easily, and yet at a 
low temperature. The iron was wiped with a wet cloth to 
clean off all free solder. A small dot of solder was melted 
on the tip. The tip was then placed in contact with the-
junction of the wire and gage tab. When the flux was pre-
sent, the solder appeared to flow immediately. After with-
drawing the iron, once the solder had flowed, the junction 
seemed smooth and shiny with a very small mass (quantity) of 
solder. 
The installation of the paper gages was, in comparison, 
simplicity itself. It was important to first thoroughly 
saturate the gage with Duco cement before placing it in a 
puddle of Duco on the rod at the location at which the gage 
was to be installed. It cannot be over-emphasized that the 
paper must be thoroughly saturated--limp, like cloth--by 
the Duco cement. One check is that the paper, once dry, 
appears translucent if enough Duco cement was used in its 
installation. Place the gage in the puddle of Duco cement 
and squeeze out the excess cement. Orient the grid axis as 
desired. If possible, place a felt pad over the grid area. 
For the round rod, the gage was wrapped with Teflon tape, 
then electr~cians' tape was stretched over the Teflon, 
around the rod and across the grid. The electricians' tape 
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provided the necessary one-pound (approximately) load on the 
grid while the Duco cement took its initial set. After two 
hours, the tape and Teflon were removed and the gage was 
allowed to air-dry and cure for forty-eight hours. The paper-
backed gages were equipped with their own lead wires. This 
made the attachment to the bridge leads, by twisting the 




I. Tektronix 556 Oscilloscope (Figure 14) 
The upper beam, A time base (hereafter referred to as 
A-side) "display position" was placed on "B left plug in", in 
order to operate the upper beam on the B time base (here-
after referred to as B-side) and yet retain the "position" 
control on the individual channels of A-side. The display 
magnification was set on "unity". 
The lAl amplifier of A-side channel one was set at 0.02 
volt/em, with "mode" set at channel two. To prevent the 
counter being triggered by both the impacting and trailing 
faces of the impacter, the "input selector" was set for DC, 
for at this setting triggering would occur only when the light 
beam to the photo-cell was interrupted. Photo-station one 
provided the "input". "Trigger out" of channel one was 
connected to "input A" of the counter. Channel two of this 
same amplifier was set for the volt/em scale which would 
satisfactorily display the magnitude of the strain pulse 
anticipated. "Input" to channel two was provided by a 
Wheatstone bridge. Here, too, the "input selector" was set 
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for DC. On both channels one and two, the "invert" control 
was set in the "off" position. 
Figure 14. Scope and Counter 
The lower beam, or B-side, "display position" was set 
for "B right plug in". The "B time base" was set for the 
scale which would satisfactorily display the strain signal. 
The display magnification was set on "unity". The "B 
triggering" setting was as follows: 
"level" was pushed in and set for approximately eleven 
o'clock 
"mode" was set for "trigger" 
"slope" was set to "negative", thereby triggering on a 
negative slope 
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"coupling" was set for-"AC HF Rej" (found preferable to 
"AC") 
"source" was set at "plug in" (channel one input caused 
triggering) 
"right-left" control was set to "right" ("right" indi-
cating that the B-side controlled the triggering) 
"B mode" was set to "single sweep" 
As on A-side, the channel one of B-side lAl amplifier was set 
at 0.02 volt/em scale, the "input selector" for DC, and 
"mode" at channel two. For B-side, however, the input was 
from photo-station two, and "trigger out" of channel one was 
connected to "input B" of the counter. Channel two of this 
amplifier was set for the volt/em scale which would satis-
factorily display the anticipated magnitude of the strain 
pulse. Channel two "input" again was provided by a Wheatstone 
bridge, and ·the "input selector" set for DC. The "invert" 
control for channel one was set for "off", while that for 
channel two was set in the active, or "on" position. 
II. General Radio 1191 Counter 
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The input A and B signals were set for AC, while the 
"separation-common" control was set for "separate". The 
counter's mode of operation was controlled by the "interval" 
button. The "time base" was set for the 0.1 microsecond 
scale, and the "display time" on "hold". The "polarity and 
attenuation" control was at "negative one", while the 
"threshold" control was turned fully in the counter-clockwise 
direction. The foregoing settings caused the counter to be 
activated when a negative pulse with a magnitude in excess of 
O.l volt was sensed at input A, and terminated the counting 
when a similar condition occurred at input B, or a second 
time at input A. To prevent a double triggering at input A 
(which would have provided incorrect data, i.e., measured 
the time elapsed as the impacter passed by one photo-station, 
rather than between the two photo-stations), a triggering 
signal from the scope was selected which would produce only 
one negative pulse as the impacter passed through each photo-
station. The channel one settings for each of the lAl 
units were essential to satisfaction of the above criteria. 
'' 
APPENDIX 4 
DETAILED TESTING PROCEDURE 
The following procedure preceded each data shot: 
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1. The diaphragm thickness-rupture pressure was selected 
which would provide the impacter velocity necessary to produce 
the strain magnitude under investigation. 
2. The strain magnitude under investigation (longitu-
dinal and lateral) was divided by the calibration strain per 
volt, as obtained from the initial calibration check (a 
constant value). The result gave the estimated maximum 
voltage level to be indicated by the Wheatstone bridge during 
the test. In this project, the calibration from the initial 
check was 0.154 and 0.159 in/in/volt for the longitudinal 
gages, and 0.0993 in/in/volt for the lateral gages. 
3. The information obtained from item two was used to 
determine the volt/em scale which would best display the 
anticipated longitudinal and lateral signals. 
4. The sweep time necessary to capture the number of 
wave reflections desired was selected by recalling the 
propagation velocity, C, of a wave in the material being 
tested. For Al 7075-T651, a sweep time of 0.1 millisecond/em 
provides approximately four pulses on the 48 inch test rod. 
The pulse pattern for each rod was determined by dividing the 
total distance' the wav'e must travel to return to the gage by 
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the propagation velocity, C. It·was found helpful to sketch 
the anticipated pulse as a function of time for each rod. 
Note Figure 15 for a sketch of the 60 inch rod (composed of 
the 12 inch impacter and the 48 inch test rod). 
5. The barrel was cleaned, using a lightly oiled patch 
attached to the ram rod. The object was to remove any frag-
ments remaining from the previous ruaphragm, and to provide a 
micro-layer of oil as a lubricant. It was found essential to 
employ a minimal amount of oil, as any excess in the barrel 
tended to slow the impacter. 
6. The projectile was lubricated with a microlayer of 
oil. This was accomplished by coating the lateral surface 
of the projectile lightly with oil, then wiping with a clean 
cloth. The impact face must be free of any lubricant. 
7. The projectile was inserted into the breech, and 
positioned to provide the velocity desired in conjunction with 
the pressure to be used, as determined in item one. Posi-
tioning is accomplished by placing the projectile "z" 
distance into the barrel from the breech. 
8. The aluminum foil diaPF~gm (the number of sheets 
was determined in item one) was positioned over the breech 
end of the barrel, as-illustrated in Figure 4, page 21. 
9. The pressure cylinder was placed against the breech 
and tightened qy turning the collar ONLY. Tightening by 
rotation of the cylinder resulted in damage to the diaphragm 
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and rupture, if any, at a lower pressure than expected. 
10. The test rod was positioned in the muzzle end of 
the barrel-silencer, with the impact face 1/16 to 1/8 inch 
from the muzzle side of the light beam projected from photo-
station two, or about 15/16 inch into the muzzle (Figure 5, 
page 23). The rod was placed so that it would slide 
smoothly into and out of the muzzle, the tape rings sliding 
on the support table. By fulfilling these conditions, axial 
alignment was achieved. 
11. To check the knife edge, the photo-station lights 
were illuminated. 
12. The observation port on the mounting which attached 
the camera to the scope was opened and the following adjust-
ments made: 
a) B-triggering mode to "auto-stability" and 
b) triggering from "single-sweep" to "normal" 
c) B-side intensity to off, while 
d) A-side intensity adjusted to produce a good 
trace 
e) scale illumination set on "9" • 
13. Channel one of the lAl amplifier on A-side was 
placed on 0.05 volt/em and the mode switch was turned to 
channel one. 
1'+. Pl.acing the input selector on "ground" (channel one, 
A-side), the.tr,ape·~~s positioned for a minimum of 0.2 volt 
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(4 em) positive displacement. 
15. The input selector was returned to DC and the trace 
voltage noted. The knife edge was adjusted until the slit 
produced a reading of 0.2 volt on the scope. (A slit having 
an output of 0.2 volt from the photo-cell was found to pro-
duce a light beam 0.016 inch wide.) 
16. Item fifteen was repeated, after disconnecting the 
BNC connectors at photo-stations one and two, and fastening 
the coax cable from photo-station one to photo-station two. 
17. The cables were reconnected to their original posi-
tions. 
18. Channel one was switched to the 0.2 volt/em scale 
and the mode turned to channel two. 
19. The distance between the two light beam centers was 
checked with a Vernier caliper to insure precisely a twelve 
inch separation. (Adjustment was made, if necessary.) 
20. Photo-station lights were turned off. 
21. Bridge and strain gage calibrations were checked 
by turning on the 120 ohm bridge power and noting the bridge 
balance. At balance, the meter reads zero. If the bridge 
was balanced, the preparation. preceded; if it was not 
balanced, a check was made for a gage failure and/or a short 
in the wires leading to the gages. Note Figure 16 for a 
diagram of the bridge controls. 
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Figure 16. Bridge Controls 
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22. For the purpose of fine-tuni~g the bridge, the 
25 K-ohm protection resistor was shunted. The null balance 
switch was turned on and the balance noted. If no deviation 
from the balance point was noted, the preparation preceded to 
item twenty-four; if there was deviation, to item twenty-
three. 
23. To correct imbalance, the balance resistor (6 ohm 
variable resistor) was adjusted by turning the slot located 
above the null balance switch until the meter indicated zero. 
21.j.. The null balance switch was turned.off. NOTE: 
failure to do this, in addition to yielding inaccurate 
results, would ruin the galvanometer. 
25. The channel two A-side volt/em dial was placed on 
the 0.005 scale, and the trace was placed a~ the top of the 
grid by using the position control for channel two. 
26. The·spring return calibration resistor switch, 
located above the power switch, was pushed. While the switch 
was held "in", the calibration resistor was in parallel with 
an active gage. It was noted that the trace would shift 
downward 3.7 divisions for the 120 ohm bridge. 
27. The volt/em dial on the channel two A-side ampli-
fier was turned to the scale determined by item three for the 
120 ohm bridge, and the channel two trace was positioned to 
the first centimeter above the central line of the scope grid. 
28. The 120 ohm bridge was turned off. 
29. The intensity for A-side was turned off, and that 
forB-side turned·up. 
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30. Items twenty-one through twenty-eight were repeated, 
using the 500 ohm bridge. Differences were noted in items 
twenty-five, -six, and -seven, necessitating the following 
modifications: 
(25) Using channel two of the B-side amplifier, 
the volt/em dial was placed on the 0.02 scale, 
and the channel two trace positioned on the 
bottom grid line. 
(26) Pushing the calibration switch moved the trace 
upward 3.6 divisions. 
(27) The voltage display was placed on that deter-
mined by item three and the trace positioned 
to the first centimeter below the center line 
of the grid. 
31. B-side mode was placed in the single sweep position 
(where pushing the reset button allows a single trace per 
push) and both intensity controls increased until clear and 
distinct traces were obtained for the selected sweep time. 
For this project, it was found that an intensity of 6.5 on 
A-side and 4.25 on B-side, on the 0.1 msec/cm scale, pro-
duced satisfactory results. 
32. Both bridges were turned on and "reset" pushed to 
assure both traces being at their respective zero strain 
line positions. Adjustments were made, if necessary. 
33. Both bridges were turned off. 
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34. B-side triggering mode switch was moved from "auto-
stability" to "trigger". 
35. A picture was taken of the grid, using the follow-
J..ng procedure: 
a) the observation port on the scope was closed 
b) the plate was removed from the camera 
c) scale illumination was set at approximately 7.5, 
and the lens at F2.8 and 1/5 second, and the 
picture taken. 
36. The scale illumination light was turned off, and 
checked by opening the observation port. 
37. The camera was set on "B" (bulb) for the time 
exposure, and the lens adjusted to Fl.9. The shutter was NOT 
opened. 
38. The photo-station lights were turned on. 
39. The counter was set at zero. 
40. The scope was armed by pushing the reset button on 
the B-side. This caused the reset light to come on, indica-
ting that the scope was armed. 
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41. The light beam of photo-station one was manually 
interrupted, activating the counter and the counting indica-
tor. 
42. The light beam of photo-station two was manually 
interrupted, at which time the scope traces were noted 
through the observation port. This interruption also termi-
nated the counting, causing the elapsed time to be displayed. 
43. The counter was reset at zero. 
44, The scope was re-armed, as in item forty. 
45. If desirable, items forty-one through forty-four 
were repeated. 
46. The observation port was closed. 
47. The two bridges were turned on. 
48. The camera shutter was opened, and locked in that 
position. 
49. Air was admitted gradually through the valve into 
the pressure chamber, while keeping careful check on the gauge 
reading to determine the rupture pressure. 
50. The air valve was closed. 
51. The camera shutter was closed. 
52. The photo-station lights were turned off. 
53. The following data were recorded: 
a) rupture pressure 
b) elapsed time on the electronic counter 
c) calibration voltages (from items twenty-eight 
and thirty) 
54. The Polaroid picture recording the strain pattern 
was developed. 
55. Any unusual circumstances which occurred during 
the testing procedure that might have resulted in erroneous 
data were recorded. 
56. The experimental data were compared to the 




LEAST SQUARES DERIVATION 
The range of interest regarding the physical properties 
of the material were in the elastic region; therefore, all 
data were to be linear. The least squares method, providing 
the most impartial curve, was used on two linear equations, 
~x + S
0 
= y and y = s3x. The latter equation requires the 
curve to pass through the point of origin, as was expected 
of most of the data obtained. 
Deriving the least squares for the first equation, 
(33) 
where e:. is the "y" (vertical) difference between the i-th 
~ 
point (x,y) and the least squares curve. The sum of the 
squares of the errors is shown as follows: 
= I: ( y . - elx . - s ) 2 • ~ J. 0 
Everything is known but the coefficients 80 and el. 









If the sum of the error squared is zero, then the par-
tial would be zero; thus, equations (35) and (36) become 
(37) 
(38) 
These equations, rewritten using a summation from one to 
"N" number of points, become 
Writing (39) and (40) in matrix form and applying 
Cramer's Rule, one arrives at 
N G: ( xi y i >] - ( l: Xi) ( l: y i) 
[N l: (xi) 2] - ( l: xi) 2 






Therefore, the least squares curve becomes 
(43) 
Applying the same approach to the least squares deriva-




2 31: ( e: • ) 
l.. 
= -2E(y. - s3x.)x. l.. l.. l.. 
























H CLMAN, T .L. 
LEAST SQUARES CURVE FITTING FOR LINEAR CASE 
V = 83 (X t + E E=ERROR=ZERO 
Y = Bl (X) + BO + E E = ERROR = ZERO 
MUST HAVE 100 OR LESS DATA POINTS 
LAST DATA CARD MUST HAVE "1" PUNCHED IN COLUMN 10 
DIMENSION Y(lOOJ,X(lOOJ 
1 READ (1,100) N,(Y(IJ,X(JI,I=l,N) 
IF (N.EO.lJ GO TO 99 
SUMX = 0.0 
SUM V = 0.0 
SUMXV = 0.0 
SUMXX = 0.0 
DO 10 1=1,N 
SUMX = SUMX + X(IJ 
SUMY = SUMY + V(IJ 
XV = X ( I ) * Y (I ) 
SUMXY = SUMXY + XV 
XX= X(IJ * X(l) 
SlJMXX = SUMXX + XX 
10 CONTINUE 
POINTS = N 
Bl = (POINTS*SUMXV - SUMX*SUHYJ/(POINTS*SUMXX -
*SUMX*SUMXI 
BO = (SUMY - Al*SUMXJ/POINTS 
B3 = SUMXV/SUMXX 
WRITE (3 9 101) (V(IJtXCIJ•I=t,NJ 
WRITE (3,102) 81,80,83 
GO TO 1 
99 STOP 
100 FORMAT (110,(6F10.2JI 
101 FORMAT ('l't(Tl0t 1 Y = •,Fl0.2,T35,'X = •,Fl0.21J 
102 FORMAT (•O•,TlO,•V = •,1PE18.8t 1 X+ '•E18.8tlt 







Equations (1), (2), (3), and (4) from page 9 are 
repeated below: 
au 
€ = - u ax - x 
Et = u = v xt X 
1 
vt utt = a = Po X 
and 
I 
Let ~ be the dummy variable defined by the equation 
d~ = Cd E • 








da a dE = E = € (51) 
where E is the modulus of elasticity. Equation (51) becomes 
(52) 
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Equation (52) indicates that Cis not dependent on strain (E), 
therefore equation (50) becomes 
<P = CE • (53) 
Combining equation (53) with equation (2) yields the equation 
(54) 
Combining equations (51) and (52) with equation (3) yields 
the equation 
E = V 
X t • (55) 
Combining equation (53) with equation (55) yields the equation 
(56) 
Alternately adding and subtracting equation (54) from equation 
(56) results in 
(57) 
In a material which displays invariant propagation velocity, 
equation (57) is the set of "characteristics solutions" 
describing particle motion. 
By definition, equation (57) is the total derivative (D) 
of the quantity (V+cp), or the quantity (V~cp), where 
(58) 
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Using the technique of moving an·observer along the rod with 
velocity ~~ = ±C, the quantity (V±') appears as a constant, . 
i.e., along lines of constant slope~~= ±C in the x-t plane, 
(V±') is a constant. 
= constant 
( V+') 
slope = -c 
(59) 
= constant 
(V-') • (60) 
slope = +C 
There is, in general, a distinct constant associated with 
each line. 
The method of inducing the stress (or velocity) pulse 
within the·rod is·to impact it longitudinally with a second 
rod of equal cross-sectional area. The "test rod" (subscript, 
tr) instrumented with strain gages is initially at rest. The 
second rod, designated "impacter" (subscript, im), has an 
initial, uniform velocity, V , with respect to the test rod. 
0 
At time t=O, the impacter has just reached the leading face 
of the test rod, such that the rods have not, as yet, been 
strained due to the impact. The Lagrangian coordinate, x, 
has its origin defined as the trailing end of the impacter. 
At t=O, the impacter and test rod constitute a total length, 
L. Let the impacter length be designated L/A, where "A" is 
a constant greater than two. Figure 1, of the uniform rod, 
describes the above-mentioned rod with the interfaces of the 
test and impacter rods located at x = L/A. 
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In this analysis, both rods are of identical material, 
such that a "matched impedance" condition (p A C). = 
o o J.m 
(p 0 A0 D)tr exists at the interface of the rods. It is known 
for such a condition that a compressive load will thus be 
transmitted undiminished at the interface. The following 
conditions must hold at the interface when the rods are in 
contact: 
u. = utr 
- J.m 
vim = vtr 
with the above-mentioned initial conditions, 
v. = v J.m o 
uim = vtr = = 0 • 
(61) 
(62) 
Using equations (59), (60), (61), and (62), one can construct 
a "characteristics net", as shown in Figure 17. 
Equation (53) can now be utilized in calculating the 
strain present in the characteristics diagram. It can thus 



























































































































































































A word analysis of Figure 17 is that· a compressive wave 
is initiated at the interface of the bars, which travels 
into the test rod with velocity C and into the impacter with 
velocity -C. The impacter being shorter than the test rod, 
the free end of the impacter reflects the compressive wave as 
a tensile wave at t = (L/A)(l/C)+. The compressive wave 
continues to move through the interface of the rods in the 
+x direction until the reflected tensile wave cancels the 
last of the compressive wave in the impacter at t = 
2(L/A)(l/C). All wave propagation in the impacter is thus 
ended. Because of the reflection effects at the free 
(trailing) end of the test rod, the compressive wave vanishes 
at point "P" at t = L/C. A tensile wave appears at point "p" 
when t = (L/C)+ which propagates toward the interface of the 
rods. When the wave of tension arrives at the interface, the 
rods separate (tension cannot exist at the interface). The 
tensile wave is reflected at x = L/A as a compressive wave, 

















PERCENTAGE OF ERROR FOR PHOTOGRAPH READINGS 
VOLT/CM. STRAIN/VOLT STRAIN ERROR STRAIN 
in/in. volt DUE TO MINIMUM 
READING RECORDED 
lJ in/in lJ in/in 
.0050 .0993056549 49.6528 409.71 
.0050 .0993056549 49.6528 1253.68* 
.0100 .0993056549 99.3056 1592.53 
.0050 .1540762410 77.0381 1233.86 
.0100 .1540762410 154.0762 2467.96 
.0050 .1586517631 79.3263 2104.59 
.0100 .1586527631 158.6527 2541.12 
.0200 .1586527631 317.3055 3811.53 















AIR GUN CALIBRATION 
PROJECTILE DISTANCE NUMBER RUPTURE TIME/FT. VELOCITY 
LENGTH DOWN SHEETS PRESSURE sec/ft Vo 
in. BARREL (z) FOIL psig fps 
in. 
4 0 1 32 .0072799 137.36 
4 6 1 32 .0076369 130.94 
4 6 1 32 .0075889 131.77 
4 6 1 32 .0074371 134.46 
4 12 1 34 .0078594 127.23 
4 12 1 30 .0083007 120.47 
4 12 1 33 .0080008 124.9 8 
4 12 1 32 .0079725 125.43 
4 24 1 32 .0094319 106.02 
4 24 1 32 .0092191 108.47 
4 24 1 32 .0095185 105.05 
4 36 1 34 .0118133 84.65 
4 36 1 34 .0120364 83.08 
4 36 1 32 .0122162 81.85 
4 48 1 33 .0245723 40.69 
4 48 1 33 .0255091 39.20 
4 48 1 32 .0261873 38.18 
8 12 1 32 . 0•126766 78.88 
8 12 1 33 .0118906 84.10 
8 12 1 30 .0131617 75.97 
8 24 1 32 .0154557 64.70 
8 24 1· 31 .0159521 62.68 
8 24 1 34 .0142545 70.15 
**8 36 1 33 .0264870 37.75 
**8 36 1 33 .0394364 25.35 
**8 36 1 31 .0293134 34.11 
**8 36 1 33 .0225975 44.25 
12 12 1 34 .0142048 70.39 
12 12 1 32 .0143497 69.68 
12 12 1 33 .0141741 70.55 
12 24 1 33 .0167160 59.82 
12 24 1 32 .0166336 ·60.11 
12 24 1 32 .0166713 59 .9 8 
12 36 1 33 .0236850 42.22 
12 36 1 32 .0242932 41.16 
12 36 1 33 .0233496 42.82 
***12 48 1 32 .0914783 10.93 
** (impacter was not propelled out of the tube) 
*** (impacter was not propelled all the way out of the 
tube) 
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PROJECTILE DISTANCE NUMBER RUPTURE TIME/FT. VELOCITY LENGTH DOWN SHEETS PRESSURE sec/ft Vo in. BARREL (z) FOIL psig fps 
in. 
12 0· 1 33 .0141845 70.49 
12 36 1 32 .0250022 39.99 
12 36 1 32 .0249413 40.09 
12 24 1 32 .0232018 43.10 
12 24 1 32 .0165815 60.30 
12 0 1 35 .0120372 83.07 
12 0 1 33 .0124888 80.07 
12 12 1 32 .0148987 67.11 
12 0 2 71 .0089100 112.23 
12 0 2 74 .0091325 109.49 
12 0 2 70 .0082693 120.92 
12 0 3 106 .0067561 148.01 
12 0 4 141 .0062079 161.08 
12 0 5 160 .0056729 176.27 
12 12 2 68 .0095665 104.53 
12 18 2 68 .0103427 96.68 
12 12 3 104 .0077959 128.27 
12 6 3 106 .0072075 138.74 
12 0 6 182 .0052324 191.11 
12 0 1 32 .0123134 81.21 
12 0 1 32 .0125494 79.68 
12 0 1 32 .0128401 77.88 
12 0 1 32 .0129379 77.29 
12 0 1 32 .0127894 78.18 
12 0 1 33 .0128892 77.58 
12 0 1 33 .0123694 80.84 
12 0 1 33 .0121912 82.02 
12 0 1 35 .0119473 83.70 
12 0 2. 64 .0086315 115.85 
12 0 2 66 .0084654 118.12 
12 0 2 68 .0093597 106.84 
12 0 2 68 .0084038 118.99 
12 0 2 69 .0082325 121.46 
12 0 2 70 .0085158 117.42 
12 0 2 70 .0082262 121.56 
12 0 2 70 .0087590 114.16 
12 0 2 66 .0087338 114.49 
12 0 3 99 .0070434 141.97 
12 0 3 99 .0073832 135.44 
12 0 3 100 .0070448 11.J1.94 
12 0 3 100 .0069225 144.45 
12 0 3 100 .0069081 144.75 
12 0 3 103 .0070998 140.84 
12 0 3 104 .0072976 137.03 
12 0 3 105 .0067262 148.67 
12 0 3 106 .0071245 140.36 
12 0 3 108 .0066349 150.71 
12 0 3 108 .0067654 147.81 
12 0 4 135 .0058790 170.09 
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PROJECTILE DISTANCE NUMBER RUPTURE TIME/FT. VELOCITY LENGTH DOWN SHEETS PRESSURE sec/ft Vo in. BARREL (z) FOIL psig fps 
in. 
12 o· 4 136 .0059480 168.12 
12 0 4 137 .0059955 166.79 
12 0 4 139 .0061921 161.49 
12 0 4 139 .0059070 169.29 
12 0 4 140 .0058484 170.98 
12 0 4 140 .0058352 171.37 
12 0 4 142 .0061107 163.64 
12 0 4 142 .0058236 171.71 
12 0 4 143 .0057807 172.98 
12 0 5 168 .0053488 186.95 
12 0 5 172 .0054481 183.55 
12 0 5 172 .0052750 189.57 
12 0 5 173 .0053014 188.62 
12 0 5 173 .0052703 189.74 
12 0 5 179 .0052719 189.68 
12 0 5 179 .0051772 193.15 
12 0 5 181 .0051501 194.17 
12 0 5 181 .0052988 188.72 
12 0 5 185 .0050929 196.35 
12 0 5 222 .0048963 204.23 
8 0 1 31 .0113397 88.18 
8 0 1 32 . 01064 75 93.91 
8 0 1 32 .0104702 95.50 
8 0 1 33 .0113291 88.26 
8 0 1 33 .0106932 93.51 
8 0 1 33 .0106870 93.57 
8 0 1 34 .0109563 91.27 
8 0 1 34 .0109405 91.40 
8 0 1 34 .0103062 97.02 
8 0 1 34 .0106279 94.09 
8 0 1 35 .0106781 93.64 
8 0 1 35 .0104519 95.67 
8 0 2 68 .0071939 139.00 
8 0 2 68 .0073341 136.34 
8 0 2 69 .0071159 140.53 
8 0 2 69 .0068439 146.11 
8 0 2 70 .0068756 145.44 
8 0 2 70 .0068812 145. 32 
8 0 2 70 .0071172 140.50 
8 0 2 70 .0071633 139.60 
8 0 2 70 .0070961 140.92 
8 0 2 71 .0077076 129.74 
8 0 3 90 .0062546 159.88 
8 0 3 98 .0059178 168.98 
8 0 3 102 .0055583 179.91 
8 0 3 104 .0056685 176.41 
8 0 3 104 .0057967 172.51 
8 0 3 106 .0055322 180.75 
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PROJECTILE DISTANCE NUMBER RUPTURE TIME/FT. VELOCITY LENGTH DOWN SHEETS PRESSURE sec/ft vo in. BARREL (z) FOIL psig fps 
in. 
8 0· 3 106 .0056146 178.10 
8 0 3 106 .0055315 180.78 
8 0 3 110 .005'+226 184.41 
8 0 3 110 .0055150 181.32 
8 0 3 110 .005'+350 183.99 
8 0 4 136 .00'+8766 205.06 
8 0 '+ 139 .0050235 199.06 
8 0 '+ 139 .004-9682 201.28 
8 0 .... 140 .004-9965 200.1'+-
8 0 '+ 141 .0050405 198.39 
8 0 .... 141 .0049697 ·201.21 
8 0 .... 142 .0047585 210.15 
8 0 4 143 .0050360 19 8. 57 
8 0 4 144 .0048106 207.87 
8 0 4 147 .005'+758 182.62 
8 0 5 169 .0043762 228.50 
8 0 5 176 .0042689 234.25 
8 0 5 177 .0042675 234.32 
8 0 5 176 .0045177 221.35 
8 0 5 180 .0042305 236.37 
8 0 5 181 .00'+'+071 226.90 
8 0 5 182 .0041911 238.60 
8 0 5 183 .0042033 237.90 
8 0 5 18'+- .0041962 238.31 
8 0 5 187 . OD'+6414 215.4-5 
4 0 1 30 .0071633 139.60 
4 0 1 31 .0069978 14-2.90 
4 0 1 31 .00717'+-4 139.38 
4 0 1 32 .0076394 130.90 
4 0 1 32 .0087633 114.11 
4 0 1 32 .0077590 128.88 
4 0 1 33 .0070160 14-2.53 
4 0 1 32 .0069600 14 3. 6 7 
4 0 1 32 .0069378 14-4.13 
4 0 1 33 .0076950 129.95 
4 0 1 33 .0075219 132.94 
4 0 1 33 .0070834 141.17 
4 0 1 33 .0070193 142.46 
4 0 1 34 .0072931 137.11 
4 0 1 34 .0070935 140.97 
4 0 2 65 .00'+7867 208.91 
4 0 2 66 .0047784 209.27 
4 0 2 65 .0049598 201.62 
4 0 2 67 .0050340 198.64 
4 0 2 68 .0048358 206.79 
4 0 2 68 .0047864 208.92 
4 0 2 69 .0059716 167.45 
4 0 2 70 .0048374 206.72 
PROJECTILE DISTANCE NUMBER RUPTURE TIME/FT. VELOCITY 
LENGTH DOWN SHEETS PRESSURE sec/ft vo in. BARREL (z) FOIL psig fps 
in. 
4 o· 2 71 .0052932 188.92 
4 0 2 72 .0051750 193.23 
4 0 3 100 .0042511 2 35.2 3 
4 0 3 105 .0038578 259.21 
4 0 3 105 .0038906 257.02 
4 0 3 106 .0038370 260.62 
4 0 3 107 .0039297 25'+.47 
4 0 3 108 .0044358 225.43 
4 0 3 109 .0038191 261.84 
4 0 3 110 .00399'+5 250.34 
4 0 3 110 .0037605 265.92 
4 0 3 110 .0040179 248.88 
4 0 3 105 .0038736 258.15 
4 0 4 142 .0032280 309.78 
4 0 4 143 .0035289 283.37 
4 0 4 144 .0037956 263.46 
4 0 4 1'+5 .0034507 289.79 
4 0 145 .0033110 302.02 
4 0 4 146 .0033167 301.50 
4 0 4 149 .0032660 306.18 
4 0 4 149 .0032721 305.61 
4 0 4 150 .0032542 307.29 
4 0 4 151 .0032627 306.49 
4 0 5 176 .0032461 308.06 
4 0 5 176 .0030312 329.90 
4 0 5 179 .0030053 332.74 
4 0 5 180 .0030306 329.96 
4 0 5 181 .0030288 330.16 
4 0 5 182 .0031019 322.38 
4 0 5 183 .0032269 309.89 
4 0 5 184 .0029813 335.42 
4 0 5 189 .0029620 337.60 
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AXIAL STRESS = LOAD I AREA OF ROD (no load) 
AXIAL STRAIN = delta L I L E = STRESS I STRAIN 
Area of 0.500 in. rod = .19634950 sq inches 
Gage length "L" was 8 inches 
98 
TABLE V 
COMPUTATION FOR FIRST PULSE, AXIAL 
DATA # PULSE HEIGHT VOLTS/DIV STRAIN/VOLT STRAIN* 
div mil-volt/div mil-in/in/volt lJ in/in 
1 1.60 5 154.07624100 1232.60 
2 1.65 5 154.07624100 1271.12 
3 1.55 5 154.07624100 1194.09 
4 1.85 5 154.07624100 1425.20 
5 1.85 5 154.07624100 1425.20 
6 2.80 5 154.07624100 2157.06 
7 
8 1.60 5 154.07624100 1232.60 
9 1.80 5 154.07624100 1386.68 
10 2.40 5 154.07624100 1848.91 
11 1.65 10 154.07624100 2542.25 
12 1.60 10 154.07624100 2465.21 
13 2.65 5 158.65276310 2102.14 
14 2.20 10 158.65276310 3490.36 
15 1.60 10 158.65276310 2538.44 
16 2.10 10 158.65276310 3331.70 
17 
18 2.35 10 158.65276310 3728.33 
19 1.45 20 158.65276310 4600.93 
20 1.55 20 158.65276310 4918.23 
21 1.65 20 158.65276310 5235.54 
22 1.70 20 158.65276310 5394.19 
23 2.00 10 158.65276310 3173.05 
24 1.90 10 158.65276310 3014.40 
25 1.20 20 158.65276310 3807.66 
26 1.40 20 158.65276310 4442.27 




COMPUTATION FOR FIRST PULSE, LATERAL 
DATA 
* 
PULSE HEIGHT VOLT/DIV STRAIN* 
div mi1-vo1t/div ll in/in 
1 .·as sR 422.04 
2 .90 sR 446.87 
3 • 80 sR 397.22 
4 1.00 sR 496.52 
5 1.00 sR 496.52 
6 1.60 sR 794.44 
7 .90 sR 446.87 
8 .95 sR 471.70 
9 1.00 sR 496.52 
10 1.40 sR 695.13 
11 1.90 sR 943.40 
12 1.85 sR 918.57 
13 1.65 sR 819.27 
14 -R 
15 1.80 5R 893.75 
16 2.40 sR 1191.66 
17 -R 
18 2.60 sR 1290.97 
19 1.65 lOR 1638.54 
20 1.85 lOR 1837.15 
21 1.90 lOR 1886.80 
22 1.95 lOR 1936.46 
23 2.25 SR 1117.18 
24 2.30 SR 1142.01 
25 1.30 lOR 1290.97 
26 1.55 lOR 1539.23 
27 1.90 lOR 1886.80 
• Tensile 
n 99.30565 mil-in/in/volt 
155388 
TABLE VII 
COMPUTATION FOR CORRECTED LONGITUDINAL STRAIN, 
FIRST PULSE 
100 












































































































































COMPUTATION FOR CORRECTED LATERAL STRAIN, 
FIRST PULSE 
DATA # STRAIN READ STRAIN READ TRUE LATERAL VELOCITY 
GAGE 2 GAGE 1 STRAIN Vo 
lJ in/in lJ in/in lJ in/in fps 
1 422.04 1232.60- 409.71 39.00 
2 446.87 1271.12- 434.15 44.00 
3 397.22 1194.09- 385.27 .,38.00 
4 496.52 1425.20- 482.26 45.00 
5 496.52 1425.20- 482.26 45.00 
6 794.44 2156.06- 772.86 70.49 
7 39.99 
8 471.70 1232.60- 459.37 40.09 
9 496.52 1386.68- 482.65 43.10 
10 695.13 1848.91- 676.64 60.30 
11 943.40 2542.25- 917.97 83.07 
12 918.57 2465.21- 89 3. 91 80.07 
13 819.27 2102.14- 798.24 67.11 
14 112.23 
15 89 3. 7 5 2538.44- 868.36 84.14 
16 1191.66 3331.70- 1158.34 109.49 
17 
18 1290.97 3728.33- 1253.68 120.92 
19 1638.54 4600.93- 1592.53 148.01 
20 1837.15 4918.23- 1787.96 161.08 
21 1886.80 5235.54- 1834.44 170.00 
22 1936.46 5394.19- 1882.51 176.27 
23 1117.19 3173.05- 1085.44 104.53 
24 1142.01 3014.40- 1111.86 96.68 
25 1290.97 3807.66- 1252.89 128.27 
26 1539.23 4442.27- 1494.80 138.74 
27 1886.80 5711.49- 1829.68 191.11 
STRAIN LATERAL = SRAT 2 - K2 SRAT 1 
K2 = -0.0100 
102 
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TABLE IX (Con't.) 
T2 Method 
DATA # DISTANCE T2 SWEEP TIME PROPAGATION 
WAVE MEASUREMENT lJ sec/div VELOCITY 
TRAVELED div. (C) 
ft. fps 
1 8 4.9 100 16326.53 
2 8 4.9 100 16326.53 
3 8 4.9 100 16326.53 
4 8 4.9 100 16326.53 
5 8 4.9 100 16326.53 
6 8 4.9 100 16326.53 
7 --------
8 8 4.9 100 16326.53 
9 8 2.5 200 16000.00 
10 8 4.9 100 16326.53 
11 8 4.9 100 16326.53 
12 ..;. --------
13 8 4.9 100 16326.53 
14 --------
15 8 4.9 100 16326.53 
16 8 4.9 100 16326.53 
17 --------
18 8 4.9 100 16326.53 
19 8 4.9 100 16326.53 
--------20 
21 8 4.9 100 16326.53 
22 8 4.9 100 16326.53 
23 8 4.9 100 16326.53 
24 8 4.9 100 16326.53 
--------25 
26 8 9.8 50 
16326.53 
27 8 4.9 100 
16326.53 
Average propagational velocity = 16310.98 fps 
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TABLE IX (Con't.) 
T3 Method 
DATA # DISTANCE T3 SWEEP TIME PROPAGATION 
WAVE MEASUREMENT 1..1 sec/div VELOCITY 
TRAVELED div. (C) 
ft. fps 
1 14 8.42 100 16627.07 
2 14 8.42 100 16627.07 
3 14 8.42 100 16627.07 
. 
4 14 8.42 100 16627.07 
5 
--------
6 14 8.42 100 16627.07 
7 
--------
8 14 8.42 100 16627.07 
9 30 9.00 200 16666.66 
10 14 8.42 100 16627.07 
11 14 8.42 100 16627.07 
12 --------
13 14 8.42 100 16627.07 
14 
--------
15 14 8.42 100 16627.07 
16 14 8.40 100 16666.66 
17 
--------
18 14 8.42 100 16627.07 








27 14 8.40 100 16666.66 
Average propagational velocity = 16636.97 fps 
Overall average propagationa1 velocity = 16512.23 fps 
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TABLE X 
DATA FOR LEAST SQUARES EQUATION OF STRESS-STRAIN 
y X X 
0 
1018.59 0.00 170.07 
1273.23 1.25 171.32 
251+6.4-7 102.50 272.57 
3819.71 215.00 385.07 
5092.95 331.25 501.32 
6366.19 1+50.00 620.07 
76 39. 4-'3 572.50 71+2.57 . 
8912.67 687.50 857.57 
10185.91 811.25 981.82 
114-59.15 931.25 1101.32 
12732.39 1051.25 1221.32 
14005.63 1173.75 1343.82 
15278.87 1301.25 1471.32 
16552.11 1423.75 1593.82 
17825.35 1546.25 1716.32 
19098.59 1668.75 1838.82 
20371.83 1788.75 1958.82 
21645.07 1911.25 2081.32 
22918.31 2043.75 2213.82 
21+191.55 2175.00 234-5.07 
251+61+.79 2281.25 2451.32 
26738.03 2412.50 2582.57 
28011.27 2537.50 2707.57 
29281+.51 2656.25 2826.32 
30557.75 2788.75 2958.82 
31830.99 2920.00 3090.07 
33104.23 3040.00 3210.07 
34377.4-7 3172.50 3342.57 
35650.71 3298.75 34-68.82 
36923.95 3418.75 3588.82 
38197.19 3537.50 3707.57 
391+70 .1+3 3677.50 3847.57 
1+074-3.67 3796.25 3966.32 
42016.91 3913.75 4083.82 
43290.15 4050.00 4-220.07 
41+563.39 4176.25 4346.32 
45836.63 4297.50 4467.57 
47109.87 4431.25 4-601.32 
48383.11 4556.25 4726.32 
49656.35 4662.50 4-832.57 
50929.59 4810.00 4980.07 
y = 1.02827100E 01 X + 1.75879700E 03 
TABLE XI 
DATA FOR LEAST SQUARES EQUATION COMPARING 





















































Y = 3.39431600E-01 X + 2.00495300E 01 
Y = 3.44913100E-01 X 
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TABLE XII 
DATA FOR LEAST SQUARES EQUATION COMPARING 





















































y = 1.03243000E 01 X + 3.04845200E 01 
Y = 1.05795300E 01 X 
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TABLE XIII 
DATA FOR LEAST SQUARES EQUATION COMPARING 



























y = 3.04509200E 01 X + 2.76049900E 01 
y = 3.06820300E 01 X 
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